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.

By Allen B. Henning

SUMMARY

The results of an investigation of control-surfacebuzz snd flutter
on four rocket-powered models having a l-percent-thick unswept wing and
6-, 9-, and 12-percent-thick 35° swept wings with free-floating and stati-
cally mass-balanced control surfaces are herein presented. These results
show that all the control surfaces buzzed. ~ control-surfacebuzz is
related to the presence of a shock wave near the control surface for
subsonic speeds. Coupling of the control-surface buzz with wing motion
occurred near the wing first-bending frequency on the swept wings, whereas
on the unswept wing it occurred at an intermediate frequency between
bending and torsion. Wing thicbess is an important factor in that an
increase in thiclmess increased the smp13tude of the buzz. The amplitude
of the control-surfacebuzz tended to decrease with an increase in Mach
number at supersonic speeds. The frequency of the control-surface vibra-
tion decreased with a decrease in air density. “

INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of high-speed aircraft much interest has been shown
concerning control-surfacebuzz which is a type of one-degree-of-freedom
flutter with the control surface oscillating about the hinge line. Sev-
eral stuties have been made of this phenomenon. Atestonawingofa
fighter plane was made in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel under
a constant-density condition. This test showed that there was a distinct
relationship between the control-surfacemovement and the motion of the
shockwave on the wing (ref. 1). Other tests were made in the Langley

~-foot flutter research tunnel on a different type of wing and control

surface (ref. 2). The difference in density was found to have little

.
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effect on the amplitude and on the Mach number associated with the
control-surface oscillation; however, it was found that the frequency of
the oscillation decreased with a decrease in density. In reference 3,
it was stated that the presence of a shock wave can lead to a control-
surface buzz which can occur without any motion of the wing.

This paper presents the data frm four rocket-powered, free-flight,
control-surfacebuzz models each having a wing of different thickness.
Each model had a control surface in one of its three wings that was stat-
ically mass-balanced and completely unrestrained so that it was free
floating.

The models were test flown at the Langley
Station at Wallops Island, Va.
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twice the semispan of the wing, ft

wing chord, ft
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drag coefficient based on total.exposed wing area, q
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flutter frequency, cps
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P

dynsmic pressure, lb/sq ft

Reynolds number

total area of two wing panels to the center line, sq ft

total exposed area of tlyee wing panels, sq ft

time, sec

thickness of airfoil in percent of chord

free-stream velocity, ft/sec

control-surface deflection, deg

tot.d amplitude, deg

wing stiffness parameter, wing torsion displacement made by
a mcment applied at tip of wing, radians/ft-lb

taper ratio, the wing-tip chord divided by the wing-root chord

angle of sweep at 0.25.chord, deg

density of air, slugs/cu ft

u) flutter circular

In the tests ~erformed

frequency, ~f, radian/see

MODELS AND TESTS

Models

four models were used. Three of these models
had wings with 35° sweep and one model had an unswept wing. lRQures 1
and 2 show drawings of a typical swept-wing model and the unswept-wing
model as well as detail drawings of the wing and control surface for each
of the two types of models. Photographs of the models are shown as
figures 3 s.nd4.

..—— —.— .—— ..-.
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The airfoil used on all models was the
the free stream. Each model had an airfoil
follows:

NACA RM L>3129

NACA 6>A-series parallel to
of different thickness as

Model
I

Airfoil
I

A

1 NACA 65A004 00

2 NACA 65Ao06 35°

3 WA 65A00g 35° -

4 WA 65A0L2 35°

The basic construction for the bodies of each of these models was
similar. They had a parabolic nose made of clear plastic with a cylin-
drical duralmin afterbody. Three wings were built into this body and
one of these wings included a test control surface. The wings of model 1
were constructed of 24-STaluminum alloy and those of models 2, 3, and 4
were constructed of aircraft spruce with 24-STaluminum-alloy inlays. In
figure 5 the wing stiffness parameter (3/m is plotted against the wing
span for each model. In the swept-w@ models the thicker the airfoil,
the stiffer the wing. Because the wing of model 1 was so thin, solid
aluminum construction was used; therefore, the wing of model 1 was stiffer
than model 2. The wing vibration characteristics,which were measured
in the laboratory, are shown in table I for each model. Wing A refers
to the semispan wing that has the control surface and wing B and C refers
to the other semispan wings that do not have the control surface. The
natural frequency of the semispan wings and the nodal lines for these
frequencies are given in -tableI. “

The control surfaces were statically balanced about their hinge line
and free to rotate between stops in an arc of *15°. The control surface
of the unswept-wing model had counter weights for mass-balancing that
extended approximately 0.20 inches above the surface of the wing when

U deflected ~dwas s~port edbythree small Journal-type bearings.
The control surfaces of the swept models had a mass-balancing overhang
of 21.5 percent of its chord and were supported by two small journal-
type bearings. On e~h model the bearings were made as friction free as
possible and the gaps between the wings and the control surfaces were
approximately 0.03 inch. The complete control-surface data are given
in table II.
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Instrumentation

Each of the four models contained two instruments, a longitudinal
accelerometer and a control-position indicator. .’Thelongitudinal accel-
erometer was located in the nose and used to measure the drag of the
model, and a control-position indicator was used to indicate the position
of the control surface at any time. In addition to these instruments,

model 1
( )A = 0°, ~ = O.Ok also contained two pressure Cells that were

located in the fuselage near the wing root and used to measure the static
pressure at two points on the wing. These points were located on the
same chord line at 27.7 percent of the exposed semispan. One point was
located at 60 percent of the chord and the other point was located at
77.5 percent of the chord which was immediately in front of the control
surface.

The velocity and position in space of the models were determined
by means of cw Doppler radar and.SCR 584 tracking radar, respectively.
Spinsonde records were taken during the flights to determine the amount
of roll on each model. Atmospheric conditions were determined from
radiosonde observations made tietiately after the model test flights.

m

Figure 6 shows a photograph
mounted on a rail launcher. The
by 5-inch high-velocity aircraft
booster separated from the model

Tests

of a typical booster-model combination
models were boosted to supersonic speeds
rockets. After booster burnout, the
at which time the modified British cord-

ite sustainer rocket motors fired accelerating the models to maximum
speed. In each test the angle of attack was nesx zero. The rate of
spin of all the models was low, the msximum helix angle was on the order
of 0.005 radian.

Figure 7 shows
The Reynolds number
in this plot.

—

a plot of the Reynolds number against Mach number.
for all the models falls within the envelope shown

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section, “Results and Discussion,” is divided into three parts.
These psrts are buzz, which describes the action of the control surfaces
and the wings; trim, which shows the angular position of the control
surfaces; and the drag.

-.— ———— .——
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Figure 8 gives
the flights of each
and control-surface
marizes the flutter
ie considered to be

Buzz

a time-history account of the aileron behavior during
model. Mach number, total control-surface amplitude,
frequency are pl@ted against the. Table III sum-
frequencies and Mach number range of flutter. Buzz
the vibratory motion of the control surface without

any motion of the wing. When the accelerometer shows any appreciable
disturbance at the same instance and with the ssme vibration frequency
of the control surface, an assumption is made that the control-surface
buzz is coupled with a wing flutter mode.

(
Model 1 A =

)
00, g= 0.04 had one mode of vibration, and the fre-

quency of that mode was on the order of 130 cycles per second. This
vibration occurred during a short period of time and over a short Mach
nuniberrange. The frequency of vibration does not correspond to either
of the wing natural frequencies even though the accelerometer vibrated
at the ssme frequency as the control surface.

Model 2
(

t . 0.06) had three modes of vibration.A = 35°, ~ The low

frequency was between 52 and 59 cycles per second on the same order as
the first bending mode for that wing. This vibration csme duri~ accel-
eration between Mach numbers of 0.784 and 0.915. The longitudinal accel-
erometer vibrated along with the control surface at the ssme frequency.
The frequency of the next mode was between U6 and 123 cycles per second.
This vibration was noted during acceleration between Mach numbers of l.OgO
and 1.237. The accelerometer did not vibrate with the control surface.
The amplitude of this vibration was low and on the order of 1.5°. The
third mode of vibration for model 2 had a frequency between 2C% and
290 cycles per second. This vibration was noted during deceleration
between the Mach number of 1.129 and 0.700. The accelerometer did not
vibrate with the control surface during this tibration mode either. The
amplitude of this vibration was extremely small, being under 1°.

Model 3
(
A=35°,F-

)
t –0.og had two modes of vibration. The low.

frequency mode was between 69 and 72 cycles per second and occurred
between Mach numbers of 0.540 and 0.644 during deceleration. This fre-
quency was nesr the wing first-bending mode, and while the control sur-
face was vibrating the accelerometer was also vibrating. The other mode
of vibration was between 90 and 140 cycles per second during acceleration
and deceleration through the transonic range without any longitudinal
accelerometer disturbance.

Md.e14 (A= 35°, ~

low vibration was between

= 0.12) also had two modes of vibration. The

50 and 90’cycles per second during deceleration
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and between the Mach numbers of 0.842 and 0.945. This low frequency was

near the wing first-bending mode and the longitudinal accelerometer
vibrated at the sane frequency. The other mode of vibration for model 4
had a frequency from 105 to 140 cycles per second which occurred in the
transonic speed range during acceleration and deceleration. There was
no accelerometer disturbance during this vibration.

On swept wings each case of control-surfacebuzz coupled with awing
flutter mode occurred at the wing first-bending frequency, whereas for
the unswept wing it occurred at an intermediate frequency between bending
and torsion. These flutter modes appear to be excited by the control-
surface oscillations.

Figures 9 to I-1 are reproductions of sections of the actual telemeter
records obtained from models 1, 3, and 4 and show clearly what happened
when the control surface was oscillating. The buzz for model 1
t

)

(
A = 0°,

-= 0.04 is shown in figure 9.
c

The static-pressuremeasurements indi-

cate the position of the shock wave relative to the motion of the control
surface. As the shock wave passes over the wing it passes over pressure
orifice 1 first and then over pressure orifice 2. (See figs. 3(b) and l(b).)
Orifice 2 is immediately in front of the control surface, and as the shock
wave passes over this orifice and comes in contact with the control sur-
face the control surface begins to buzz. Thus, the control-surface buzz
is related to the presence of the shock wave over the surface. This result
is in agreement with reference 1. The length of time of the buzz was
0.18 second; the amplitude, on the order of 8°; the Mach number, between
0.968 and 0.997; and the frequency, about 130 cycles per second. After
the buzzing stopped, the control surface assumed a different angle of
trim.

While the control surface was vibrating on the model, the longitudinal
accelerometer showed some disturbance. The movement of the control sur-
face could have excited the wing control-surface flutter mode which would
cause the model to shake and disturb the accelercxneter. This disturbance
stopped when the buzz stopped. When the model passed through this same
speed region during deceleration, no disturbance was noted on either the
control surface or the accelerometer. me acceleration was 6.83 times
that of gravity, and the deceleration was -2.61 thes that of gravity,
both measured at the same Mach number.

(Sections from the telemeter record for model 3 A =
)

350, g= O.cg

are shown in figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows the start of control-surface
buzz for this model at a Mach number of 0.883. It started abruptly and
immediately jumped to a high total smqlitude of 16° and a freqyency of
140 cycles per second. After a sudden buildup the amplitude dropped
down to around 9° while the frequency decreased. The model gained in

.— —._ —.—— —
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velocity until booster burnout where the Mach number was 1.137. There
was no change in the nature of the buzz during the change fran accelera-
tion to deceleration. Figure 10(b) shows another section from the record
of model 3 at the point where the sustainer fired. The Mach number at
the time when the sustainer fired was 0.990. Agati there W= no c-e
in the nature of.the buzz due to a sudden change in the sense of the
acceleration. The amplitude had increased slightly to 10.5° at the time
the sustainer fired, and the frequency of the buzz continued to decrease
slightly. Figure 1O(C) shows the point at which the control-surfacebuzz
stopped on model 3. The frequency had dropped to 103 cycles per second
and the smplitude had decreased to 8.85°. The buzzing stopped at a Mach
number of 0.934, and the abruptness at which the buzz stopped can be seen
quite plainly. The control surface trimed at a value of 0.3° after the
surface had stopped vibrating. Throughout the flight of this model in the
transonic-speed range there was no large amplitude oscillation of the
longitudinal accelerometer; therefore, during this part of the flight
there apparently was no occurrence of wing flutter.

A section fr”omthe telemeter record of model 4
(
A= 35°, ~= 0.12)

is shown in figure Il. This section shows the longitu~ accelermtir
vibrating slong with the control s~ace. The control-surface frequency
was steadily decreasing until it approached the natural frequency of the
wing. At this point the vibration of the control surface excited the
wing to vibrate at its natural frequency. The accelerometer and the con-
trol surface oscillated at 72 cycles per second which corresponds to the
natural bending frequency of the wing. The osculations stopped at a
Mach nwnber of 0.897 and started againat a Mach number of 0.866. When
the accelerometer and control surface started to vibrate again the fre-
quency was 63 cycles per second for both. The amplitude of these vibra-
tions was on the order of 29° for the control suxface. These excessive
vibrations evidently caused the control surface to break away from the
model; thus, more d&a could not be obtained.

The records obtsdned from model 2
( )
A= 35°, ~= 0.06

to those shown in figure 10 and are not reproduced here.

The various flutter regions mentioned in the foregoing
are shown graphically in figures ~ and 13 for models 2, 3,

were similar

psmgraph.s
~d4 (A=35°)0

The reduced velocity parameter l/k is plotted against density in fig-
ure 12. At various points on these plots the Mach numbers are given for
reference. For these three models the buzz frequency was such that the

value of l/k was generally around 16. For model 2 ($ = 0=06) this

value was attained during acceleration, but during coasting the control
surface vibrated at a higher frequency to give a l/k value of about 6.
Although this frequency was high, the amplitude was very low. E&placing
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a straight edge at the same Mach number points on the plots for models 3

(t . 0.)9 and 0.32andk ~–
)

it can be seen that at a constant Mach number

the fre&ency of vibration decreased with a decrease in density. This
result wotid substantiate the fintings of reference 2. The plots for
models 3 and 4 also show that near the end of the buzz pattern the fre-
quency decreased sharply before the buzz stopped. This decrease in fre-
quency was from the order of 105 cycles per second to around 90 cycles
per second.

The amplitude of the control-surface buzz is plotted against Mach
number in figure lj(a). The amplitude for model 4 was quite high and
near the deflection limit of the control. This plot shows that at super-
sonic speeds an increase in speed generally resulted in a decrease in
amplitude. Figure lj(b) shows the amplitude plotted against the reduced-
velocity parsmeter. The reduced velocity increased with a decrease in
amplitude due to the velocity effects even though the actual frequency
of the control surface decreased. I&am figures lj(a) and 13(b) it can
be seen that with an increase in thickness of the airfoil there is a
decided increase in

The trim angle
against Mach number
obtained by fairing

the amplitude of the buzz.

Trim

of the control surfaces for each model is shown plotted
in figure 14. In each case the trim values were
a line through the oscillation; therefore, the abso-

lute angles are only approximately defined but trends with Mach nmnber

are evident. The trim angle change of model 1
( )
A=OO, ~=O.@t and

model 3
(
A = 35°, & = 0.09

)
from subsonic speeds to supersonic speed

was small and without any large irregularities. Model 2
( )

t . ().~A = 35°, ~

had abrupt and large changes both for acceleration and deceleration.

(
Model 4 A = 35°, $= 0.12) had the same angle of.trim for both accel-

eration and deceleration in the supersonic s~eed range, but transonically
the change was quite irregular. During the coasting period through the
transonic region the erratic behavior of the control surface of model 4
can possibly be due to the I@@ amplitude of vibration.

The pressure coefficients frmn the two points on the wing of model 1

(
A=

)
00, g= 0.04 are plotted against Mach nuniberin figure 15.

.—— —.
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The drag coefficient for
area, is plotted against Mach
(A = 35°) have the ssme wing

Drag

all models, based on the total exposed wing
number in figure 16. Models 2, 3, and 4
area. The increase in drag from one model

to the next shows the influence of thickness on the drag. The drag of
model 4 with a 12-percent-thick wing is twice as much as that for model 2
with a 6-percent-thick wing at supersonic speeds.

CONCLUSIONS

~om the investigation of control-surfacebuzz and flutter on a
4-percent-thick unswept wingand 6-, 9-, and 12-percent-thick swept wings
with free-floating and statically mass-balanced control surfaces, these
conclusions can be made:

1. The &percent-thick unswept wing and the 6-, 9-, and l.2-percerrt-
thick swept wing all encountered control-surface buzz.

2. The unswept-wing pressure measurements showed that the control-
surface buzz was related to the presence of the shock wave over the sur-
face for subsonic speeds. This result is in agreement with results obtained
in NACA RMA~O and Jour. Royal Aero. Sot, May 1952.

3. At subsonic speeds, longitudinal accelerometer vibrations accom-
panied the control-surfacebuzz near the wing first-bending frequency for
the swept wings and at an intermediate frequency between first bending
and torsion for the unswept wing. This result is interpreted to indicate
an appreciable coupling of the wing motion with the control-surfacebuzz.

4. These tests are in agreement with those obtained in NACA RM L9B38
in that the frequency of the control-surface vibration decreased with a
decrease in air densi@.

5* me emputide of the control-surface buzz tended to decrease
with an increase in Mach number at supersonic speeds.
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6. TIE wing thickness is an important factor in that for an increase
in thickness there is an increase in the amplitude of th buzz.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics,

~ey Field, Vs., September 10, 1953.
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TABLE II. - CONI!FJ3L-SURFACE DA!CA

I
Type of E!tatLc

Weight of
wing

Mcment of inertiE

Model control balance,
control Gap, percent

thickness
of control surface,

m.mface percent
surface,

lb .m.l@#
wing chord

1 0.04 Full span 100 o.~ 1.736 X 10-5 0.%

2 ,06 0.82 span 100 .472 1.9W x 10-5 .30

3 .@ .82 spell 100 .607 2.285 x 10-5 .W

4 .U .82 ~ 1(XJ .745 2.620 x 10-~ .9

I

G
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TABLE III.- SUMMARY OF FWT’ITR FREQUENCIES AND MACH NUMBER RANGE

Mach number
Model Flutter frequency, range

Cps of flutter

1
I

130
I

0.968 to 0.997

I 52 tO 59 I .784 to .915

2 I =6 to 123 I 1.090 to 1.237

I 206 to 290

69 to 72 .* to .644

3
90 to lb .903 to 1.20

50 togo .842 to .945
4

105 to 140 .945 to 1.238
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L-76098
(a) Complete model.
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L-76099
(b) Unswept wing showing detail of control surface and pressure orifices.
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(a) Complete model.

L-71218
(b) Swept wing showing detail of control surface.

Figure 4.- Photographs of typical swept-wing model.

L-71217
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